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Sub heading asks: In a postmodern age, can reportage photograph ever be any 
more than a set of subjective impressions? 

  
Introduction by Colin Jacobson: 

  
-complex debate about the nature of contemporary photography goes round and 

round 
^is photography an art or do artists use photography? 

^in a postmodern age, can reportage ever be more than a messy set of 
subjective impressions? 

^with live television newsfeed bringing events instantly into sitting rooms, 
is there any role left for photojournalism? 
  

^one thing is indisputable- 
^more young people studying photography 

^world is awash with emerging photographers wanting to make a 
contribution to the future of the medium 

  
-Since 1970s: 

^academics/philosophers have warned photography is endlessly misleading form 
of representation 

^we should not believe everything we see in a photograph 
^we must rid ourselves of the notion that such a seductive form of 

expression could have any relationship to "truth" 
  

^Quotes artist Craigie Horsfield (writing in creative review 1993) 
^provides "sensible perspective on a tiresome discussion" 

^"The fact that we do invest form with meaning; you do as you read this 
and I do as I write. We do believe in some things and not in others and 

while words may allow us all kinds of untruths, we would not survive if we 
were not able to communicate to some degree a shared perception of the 

world…Without falling back on assumptions of an absolute truth to which 
the camera gives us access, the responsibility is thrown onto the maker and 
the audience to shape between them the nature and limits of the pact." 

  
-Have we not always negotiated life trusting some viewpoints more than others? 

^Victor Burgin (Quoted in Art and Photography - Phaidon) 
^Burgin's writing pushed a generation away from reporting the world 

into deeply personal agendas 
^"I'd have students come into my office and they'd say, "Don't get ne 

wrong, it's not that I don't like the theory classes. I find them really 
interesting but I can't take a picture anymore…" The advice I always gave 

them was: Shoot first, ask questions later." 
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-Witold Krassowski article 
^an important polemic on the "dangers of too much thinking and not enough 

looking." 
  

^WT is an experienced photojournalist 
^based in Warsaw 

^works with Network photographers in UK 
^experience of being invited to talk at one of England's leading photo education 

centres has prompted him into some hard thinking about the effects of teaching 
on the future of photojournalism. 

  

1. The perspective thing: 
  
-Is photography a medium? 

^rather - is it still a medium? 
  

^if it is - its own means of expression and what is produced cannot be translated 
into any other medium without incurring a loss of meaning 

  
^the photographic image has many weaknesses 

^hopeless at presenting a logical relationship between elements 

^e.g. cause and effect 
^especially if separated by time 

^(juxtaposition is not sophisticated enough to convey complex 
relationships) 

 ^not good at documenting a process 
^cannot analyse/make prognosis 

  
^one action it can perform brilliantly is influence human emotions 

"the mechanism  is based both on recognition and the ability to disturb." 
  

-Viewer recognises aspects in common with situation when looking at 
photograph 

^e.g. landscape, situation, emotions of people photographed 
^"They are recognised and accepted as true because it is a 

photograph." 
  

^viewers perception/sense of well being destroyed if something contrary to 
experience/opposed to idea of reality is viewed 

^image will be disturbing and force rethink on understanding of reality 
^"because it is a photograph. This achievement belongs to 
photography." 

  
-Consequences for way photographs are made: 

^everyone creates an image of reality in their mind and tries to protect this 
^photographer cannot start with conceptions of their own 

^must focus attention externally, react instinctively, register situation 
without thinking about meaning in order to produce an image 

^result based largely on subliminal reactions 
^"in actual fact, the photographer reacts to an element of reality 

that is disturbing." 
  



-Traditional perspective of photography 
^start with a given reality 

^approach with an instinctual/semi conscious response 
^end up with a conscious production of an image 

^i.e. "the process goes from reality, through instinct to image." 
  

Approach of most photography schools is opposite to this -  
^students are expected "to torture their brains and come up with a 'concept' fro 

a project." 
^torture themselves more to find a way to visualise discoveries 

^only at the end do hard photographic work  
^"So the process goes from brain, through brain, to image." 

^"they are taught to observe the workings of their own minds and 
mistake them for the representation of reality at large." 

^"Instinct is dead, curiosity is gone. The end products are 
predictably uninteresting." 

^e.g. example of 3rd year student: 
^pairs of images - bedrooms and wallpaper 

^intent was to show ways people try to hide traces of 
their lives 

^"Photography was used as a tool to obtain an 

image, not a way of saying something in its own 
right, even though the author pretended the 

opposite." 
  

^suggested reason for this approach to teaching: 
^photography schools are a business and it is easier to from this 

perspective 
^teaching the "accepted perspective" would require one to one 

relationships, take more time and would be economically unviable 

2. The Honesty Thing: 
  
-Basic dilemma of photographers faced with increasing market phenomenon  

^mushrooming photography schools 
^proliferation of photographers 

^ubiquitous image technology 
^described by art historian M. J. Mondzain as "the inflation of the 

visual" 
^"how to remain honest with themselves and honest with their public" 

  
-Being honest means projecting a message you believe in 

^what if this is unpopular? 

^what if a smart career move is contrary to beliefs? 
^what if the photographer has nothing to say but longs for public 

recognition 
^students seem to prioritise social status, only later looking at whether they can 

produce anything of quality 
^result is a flood of mediocre photographs making social communication 

even more difficult. 
^author show lack of patience and critical judgement 

^I have done it, therefore it must be displayed 
^lack of consideration of photographic history 



^old ideas presented as personal achievement 
^lack of respect for audience 

^authors believe public is as ignorant about photography as they are 
^exhibitions considered mere tools for a personal career 

^underlying reason is lack of tie 
^"success is real only if it comes fast, because it will last for but a split 

second anyway." 
^long periods of time needed to send a coherent message is too costly 

^young photographers who fight for quick recognition are not ready to 
cover the costs 

^public can walk out and media still call it a success 
  

3. The Empathy Thing 
  

-some photographers choose to photograph others in very difficult moments of 
their lives 

^another dilemma - use of someone's image and life for photographic 
purpose 

^present at different levels 
^banal representation of someone in a depersonalised way 
To 

^use of human disasters to promote a photographer’s career 
  

^every photographer’s activity can be described as cultivating the ego 
^question of balance 

^"Does it serve anything other than a personal purpose to present 
people's suffering?" 

^If so - what is it's purpose? 
  

^"On a daily basis we see humans being used as graphic signs - shapes and 
forms that give organisation to an image or improve the composition without 

adding anything to the meaning." 
^if someone decides to photograph people this should say something about 

the people, not just the photographer 
  

-Worst case scenario is when photographers use others distress to send the 
message: look - I am an artist 

^most blatant example  
^book by Gilles Peress about massacres of Hutus and Tutsis  

^The Silence - Rwanda 
^shows very little of the people that are supposedly its topic 
  

^merely a pretext for photographer to experiment with the photographic means 
of expression. 

^result - formal aspect of images stronger than information about people, 
feelings and problems 

^message sings out of every page: "look how skilful I am - truly I am 
an artist" 

^this "kind of abuse" does not happen in news photography 
^maybe have a better understanding of difficult situations and more 

respect for the world around them 
^or - happy with the modest status attained? 



  
-These aspects of contemporary photography are a result of growing changes in 

societies 
^while may no longer expect photograph to have content or meaning 

^focussing on photographer’s ego rather than outside world means 
photography may also lose unique feeling of human presence and 

ability to inform us that we are all the same 
^"in a world saturated with images we will suffer further 

alienation." 
  

^we will be surprised by incomprehensible behaviour 
^"Photographers will survive but a social sensitivity will be lost." 

 


